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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the U.S., 1 in 5 prescriptions is written for an off-label use.  While sometimes this allows

medications to be overused or misused, it also protects doctors' ability to freely treat patients, and

patients' ability to use all available treatments after making an informed decision.

That 20% of medications are used off-label also indicates "a degree of freedom physicians

currently have that will be foreclosed," notes English comedian and actor Russell Brand,  if a little-

noticed provision in the omnibus spending bill is passed. "Literally, this will mean that your doctor

will not be able to do what's best for you because they'll work for Big Pharma now," Brand says.

19 Lines in 4,155-Page Bill Could Change Practice of Medicine

The 2023 omnibus appropriations bill — a 4,155-page tome involving $1.7 trillion in spending —

includes 19 lines that could give the U.S. Food and Drug Administration the power to ban off-label

use of approved medications. In a commentary for The Wall Street Journal, Dr. Joel Zinberg wrote:

"Physicians routinely prescribe drugs and employ medical devices that are approved and

labeled by the Food and Drug Administration for a particular use. Yet sometimes

physicians discern other bene=cial uses for these technologies, which they prescribe for

their patients without speci=c o@cial sanction.

The new legislation amends the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, or FDCA, to give the FDA the

authority to ban some of these off-label uses of otherwise approved products. This

unwarranted intrusion into the physician-patient relationship threatens to undermine

medical innovation and patient care."

FDA Wants Power to Regulate Practice of Medicine

"The new provision was enacted at the FDA's urging," Zinberg says,  in response to a 2021 legal

ruling that limited the FDA's power to meddle with the practice of medicine. In March 2020, the FDA

banned the use of electric shock devices for particular uses, namely to treat patients engaging in

self-harm or aggressive behaviors that could harm others.

The devices are FDA approved, and while the FDA banned their use for certain contexts, it still

allowed them to be used for smoking addiction and other purposes.  This led to a lawsuit — Judge

Rotenberg Education Center v. FDA — in which the Judge Rotenberg Education Center, a school for

people with severe behavioral and intellectual conditions, sued the FDA over the ban.

The court ruled in the school's favor, stating that the FDA's ban violated federal law because it

interfered with health care practitioners' authority to practice medicine. As it stands, the FDA does

not have the power to ban medical devices for a particular use.

The school's attorney, Mike Flammia, who also represented students' parents in favor of the

device's use, told CNN the decision "protects what all of us cherish, and that is the ability to go to

our doctor and have our doctor decide what is the best treatment."

As it stands, Section 360f of the FDCA  only gives the FDA authority to ban a medical device if it

poses "an unreasonable and substantial risk of illness or injury." It can ban the device outright, but it

can't pick and choose when it can and can't be used.

"Barring a practitioner from prescribing or using an otherwise approved device for a speci^c off-

label indication would violate another FDCA section, which bars the FDA from regulating the

'practice of medicine,'" Zinberg says.  The FDA is trying to change that.
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Pharma — Not Your Doctor — Would Dictate Medical Decisions

The omnibus amendment would change Section 360f so that the FDA could ban a medical device if

it poses an unreasonable risk for "one or more intended uses" while leaving it approved for others.

"Since the new provision lets the FDA skirt the ban on interfering with the practice of medicine by

banning devices for particular uses, the agency will likely claim this as a precedent allowing it to

ban off-label uses of drugs as well," according to Zinberg.

This puts the FDA, and by proxy Big Pharma, at the helm of powerful health care decisions that

should be made on an individual, personalized level between a patient and their health care

provider.

Remember that in 1992, the Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) was created, which allows the

FDA to collect fees from the drug industry. "With the act, the FDA moved from a fully taxpayer

funded entity to one supplemented by industry money," a BMJ article written by investigative

journalist Maryanne Demasi explains.

Now, signi^cant portions of regulatory agencies' budgets come from the pharmaceutical industry

that these agencies are supposed to regulate. In 1993, after PDUFA was passed, the FDA collected

about $29 million in net PDUFA fees. This increased 30-fold — to $884 million — by 2016.

It's also revealing that at the FDA, 9 out of 10 of its former commissioners between 2006 and 2019

went on to work for pharmaceutical companies.  As Brand noted:

"What they're looking for is a crafty, sly, insidious way to be able to intercede in your

relationship with your physician. And as usual, it's for your 'safety' and for your 'bene=t' …

Why would you want Big Pharma and a regulatory body that they fund interfering in your

relationship with your doctor about your health?

Have they not found enough ways to extract revenue from you, to put your health second, to

put your well-being way, way behind their pro=ts and their list of priorities? Why is the bias

moving even further in that direction? … This is not about medicine. This is about licensing.

This is about pro=ts, patents, the ability to extract revenue."

Patients Suffer When Pharma's in Control

During the pandemic, it became clear how patients suffer when health agencies are allowed to

dictate what medications doctors are allowed to prescribe to their patients. Ivermectin — a generic

medication that doctors had success treating COVID-19 with early on — was quickly vili^ed, as were

the doctors who attempted to prescribe it for COVID-19 patients.

In his book, "The War on Ivermectin: The Medicine That Saved Millions and Could Have Ended the

COVID Pandemic," Dr. Pierre Kory details Big Pharma's suppression of this drug when it was found

to work against COVID-19. When he and colleagues ^rst spoke out about the drug's potential,

however, he was naïve. He said during our 2022 interview:

"I worked a lot and I got deeply expert on ivermectin. But what happened in the next few

months is that everything started going sideways, and I could not =gure it out. I saw hit

pieces … The thing is, I didn't know. I didn't know that what I was really doing — bringing

forth data supporting the e@cacy of a generic drug — that is poking the bear.

And when I say poking the bear, what is anathema to the pharmaceutical industry and their

whole business model is they cannot have generic off-patent drugs become standard of

care. It obliterates the market for their pricing new pills.

I didn't know I was stepping into a war. In the history of pharma, I don't think any single

medicine threatened as many [drug] markets and campaigns. The only other medicine that

did that was hydroxychloroquine, but they already killed hydroxychloroquine in 2020.

I was coming out now with ivermectin, and it threatened hundreds of billions of dollars in

perpetuity for these insanely lethal vaccines, monoclonal antibodies, remdesivir, paxlovid,

molnupiravir — all of the markets for their novel new pills to enter. I mean, I don't think any

medicine has ever threatened that much of a market."

'A Problem for Many Reasons'

If the FDA is allowed to ban medications for certain uses, we'll see more of what happened with

ivermectin. It's a "problem for many reasons," Zinberg explains:

"The statute gives the FDA the power, without any public input, to prevent patients' access

to off-label therapies even though their physicians and their patients have found the

treatments to be bene=cial or even essential.

… Allowing the FDA to ban certain off-label uses will impair clinical progress. Off-label use

enables physicians to assess their patients' unique circumstances and use their own

evolving scienti=c knowledge in deciding to try approved products for new indications.

If the treatment proves useful, formal studies are performed and published. If enough

evidence accumulates, the treatment becomes the standard of care, even if the

manufacturer didn't submit the product for a separate, lengthy and costly FDA review.

… Substituting regulators' wisdom for the cost-bene=t judgment of physicians and their

patients will discourage attempts to use approved products in new and bene=cial ways and

deprive patients of valuable treatments. Congress should reconsider this ill-advised

legislation."

California Law Also Shackles Doctors' Freedoms

In California, regulators are also interfering with the practice of medicine. Law AB 2098, which was

signed into law September 30, 2022  and went into effect January 1, 2023,  gives the state power

to take away doctors' medical licenses if they spread "misinformation" that goes against the

standard COVID-19 rhetoric.

Speci^cally, those who "disseminate or promote misinformation or disinformation related to COVID-

19, including false or misleading information regarding the nature and risks of the virus, its

prevention and treatment; and the development, safety, and effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines"

could be "disciplined," which includes loss of their medical license.

It's akin to putting shackles on their wrists, forcing them to conform to a narrative intent on pushing

dangerous gene therapies and ineffective medications. It's also a potential warning of darker things

to come.

What constitutes "misinformation" or "disinformation" worthy of taking away a person's medical

license? It's anyone's guess, really, but doctors afraid of being punished are likely to steer clear of

anything that could possibly ^t under this de^nition — to the detriment of their patients.

Bill 2098 itself is packed with misinformation and ignores the scienti^c truths about COVID-19,

such as the fact that prior infection with COVID-19 results in natural immunity — immunity that's

superior to that achieved via a COVID-19 shot.

The bill, if it passes, will stop doctors from practicing medicine the way they deem best for the

individual patient. It will also stop dissent — even when dissent is necessary and bene^cial, and

coming from people with expertise. And that's precisely the point.  In December 2022, Physicians

for Informed Consent sued the state of California, arguing that AB 2098 violates the U.S.

Constitution.

According to a news release, "The lawsuit argues that the State has weaponized the vague phrase

'misinformation,' thereby unconstitutionally targeting physicians who publicly disagree with the

government's public health edicts on COVID-19."

This Shift Isn't Just for the US

It's important to note that the trend to let a Pharma-controlled government silence your doctor and

dictate basic components of your medical care is not con^ned to the U.S. — it's happening globally.

Proposed amendments to the 2005 International Health Regulations (IHR), for instance, aim to

erase the concepts of human dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms from the equation.

The ^rst principle in Article 3 of the 2005 IHR states that health regulations shall be implemented

"with full respect for the dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms of persons." The

amendment strikes that sentence.

Instead, international health regulations will be based on "principles of equity, inclusivity and

coherence" only. This means they can force you to undergo whatever medical intervention they

deem to be in the best interest of the collective.

Individuals won't matter. Human dignity will not be taken into consideration. Human rights will not

be taken into consideration, and neither will the concept that human beings have fundamental

freedoms that cannot be infringed. Autonomy over your body will be eliminated. You'll have no right

to make personal health decisions.

While it may start slowly, such as with Pharma's quiet move to ban off-label usage of medications

for certain uses, it will soon expand, chipping away at your sovereignty until it's gone. This is why

it's imperative to share this knowledge and support measures that protect our human rights and

individual freedoms.
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Big Pharma, like Communism, can only be defeated through revolution when people have had enough.
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In this revolution we can also consider the principles of Gandhi. Gandhi enriched nonviolence and the search for truth with the

concepts of resistance and disobedience, but with an organized and collective dimension, going beyond the individual sphere.

In this way, non-violence becomes a technique or method of political and social struggle. Through the method of non-violence

he introduces a new and revolutionary form of political struggle against injustice and oppression, provides a way to ^ght

without resorting to the use of violence and without fanning passions of hatred or revenge. The strength of these principles are

what will inspire the great social mobilizations. As Ghandhi said: "Joy is in the ^ght, in the effort, in the suffering that the ^ght

entails, and not only in the victory itself." "The future depends on what you do today"
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Big pharma has become so top heavy of late it may topple by its own weight -
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We cannot change what "WE" tolerate...Period !!!!
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THE TERRORIST ATTACKS ON AMERICA'S FOOD SUPPLY ARE REAL. Over 130 food production & processing plants have been

damaged in two years. One expert says the USA is under attack.

emeralddb3.substack.com/.../the-terrorist-attacks-on-americas  Watch this and understand... are you prepared?
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New Laws Allow Pharma to Make All Decisions for Patients
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

The 2023 omnibus appropriations bill includes 19 lines that could give the U.S. Food and Drug Administration the power to ban off-label use of

approved medications

'

If the little-noticed provision is passed, doctors’ ability to freely treat patients, and patients’ ability to use all available treatments after making an

informed decision, will be lost

'

The amendment puts the FDA, and by proxy Big Pharma, at the helm of powerful health care decisions that should be made on an individual,

personalized level between a patient and their health care provider

'

In California, law AB 2098, which went into effect January 1, 2023, gives the state power to take away doctors’ medical licenses if they spread

“misinformation” that goes against the standard COVID-19 rhetoric

'

The trend to allow a Pharma-controlled government to silence your doctor and dictate basic components of your medical care is not con^ned to the

U.S. — it’s happening globally

'
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The 2023 omnibus appropriations bill is the consolidation of the criminal business model of Big Pharma and the US government. The

union is reatrmed so that BigPharma, the FDA and Big Technologies take control to dominate medical care. We knew, as a recent

Kaiser Health News (KHN) report noted, nearly half (47%) of the FDA's 2022 budget came from pharmaceutical industry "user fees,"

which is "two-thirds of the FDA's budget." drug regulation, and the work of at least 40% of the FDA's 18,000 employees." KHN and other

critics argue that the more than 3,000 closed-door meetings that take place annually between the industry and a captured FDA foster

an overly cozy relationship.

The Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) was an example of such coexistence. Also P^zer, Moderna, and the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation, had a high-speed development. All these fast-paced maneuvers is the hallmark seems to be the hasty development of as

many blows as possible. The report is very interesting. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-big-pharma-drugs-vaccines-cons..

 (2022)
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Dr. Rob Verkerk is the founder of ANH International. For forty years he has been researching and promoting natural health and

sustainable ecosystems. In the process, he has experienced and fought against the corruption and destructiveness of the

pesticide and pharmaceutical industries. Dr. Verkerk's presentation is rich with hard-earned insights into biology, business,

fraud, and corruption. Big Pharma partners with small biotech companies, they control many politicians and bureaucrats. They

use humanity as guinea pigs, even going so far that current gene-modifying covid-19 injections are misrepresented as

"vaccines" and imposed on the world's populations. Dr. Verkerk explains how big the pharmaceutical industry is: focused on

disease; corrupt, fraudulent and criminal; misleading; expensive ; ineffective; dangerous; strange and contrary to nature;

polluting; abusive; and disempowering. drtrozzi.org/2022/11/21/big-pharmas-future-part-5-dr-rob-verkerk/  (11/21/2022)
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Gui, bad enough here in the States Private Practice Physicians are becoming extinct and the local hospitals are being taken over

to be consolidated into captured centralized similar One Size Fits All to attempt to deal with Insurance Companies. Now as this

new dictate is to take place, it appears any and all will become basically employees of P^zer and the like.
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Yes, Just, the large agri-food and pharmaceutical corporations create a breeding ground for the disease and the FDA and CDC

are easy prey for Big Capital. The endless chain of Big Pharma lawsuits revealing fraud, deception and cover-ups. Big Pharma

spreads fear and increases people's insecurity of pandemics, to feed the thirst for pro^t, it has bought doctors, academics,

magazines, professional and patient organizations, university departments, journalists, regulators and politicians. These are the

methods of the ma^a. To truly understand the power of Big Pharma, we can understand how the American Legislative Exchange

Council (ALEC) works. ALEC, which was founded in 1973 by conservative activists working on Ronald Reagan's campaign, is a

top-secret pay-for-stake operation in which corporate lobbyists, including the pharmaceutical industry, hold con^dential

meetings about "model" bills.

A large portion of these bills eventually pass and become law. Over the years, ALEC has promoted many other

pro-pharmaceutical bills that would weaken FDA oversight of new drugs and therapies, limit FDA authority over drug

advertising, and oppose regulations on ^nancial incentives for doctors to prescribe speci^c drugs.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/system-rigged-big-pharma-political..  (04/12/2022)
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I am confused. I thought many doctors and scientists had ALREADY lost their license to practice due to their anti-covid

vaccinations stance, prior to this new 2023 bill. So how is this new? And isn’t this already happening worldwide? I’d also be

interested in knowing the numbers of how many doctors can no longer practice medicine if this is true - prior to this January.
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wendy, Previously the AMA and any other doctor licensing bodies threatened doctors if they spoke out. This new bill in

California makes it legally binding rather than from a professional, self-regulating body. California allows lawyers and

alternative medicine certi^cation through non-traditional pathways. I assume this bill would crack down on those providers as

well.
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This is a projection of Big Pharma's alliances with government institutions. Anyone who knows the history of patented medicine

knows that the fact that a central authority decreed intellectual property rights for medicines did not mean that they were

effective. That story could be funny if it wasn't so tragic. There are many accounts of the various failures of the authorities

during the Spanish uu, so I'll keep it short and current. During the ^rst few months of the pandemic that claimed perhaps 50

million lives worldwide, some doctors found that intravenous quinine worked well as a treatment.

Unfortunately, such empirical medicine was never widely recognized or put into practice. Strangely, almost no one knows what

happened, despite the medical records that are kept. And, of course, Wikipedia doesn't mention quinine in any way other than in

a list of "a random assortment of drugs" that were tested while tens of millions died. In 1955, in what became known as "the

Cutter incident," the US government granted the pharmaceutical manufacturer Cutter Laboratories a license to distribute the

stock it produced of Salk's polio vaccine.

Despite passing safety tests, 120,000 doses of the vaccine contained live virus and more than 40,000 recipients suffered

various levels of polio. At least ^ve died. The link exposes more concrete failures of Allopathic Medicine HISTORICAL FAILURES

OF PUBLIC HEALTH AUTHORITIES. roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/historical-failures-of-public-health?u..  (02/04/2023)
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MRNA - IT’S A GENE THERAPY & THEY KNEW IT. The WEF and big pharma have been exceedingly keen on promoting gene

therapies for many years. “MRNA is a gene therapy product and the only reason anyone is questioning this is because big

pharma paid off enough scientists to lie about this being a question. P^zer, Moderna, and many other big pharma gangsters

have acknowledged this in the past but Google has done everything possible to scrub it from the internet. While I have an

immense amount of documentation on this from various sources I’m going to focus this article on a single Moderna document

that I think provides enough evidence, on it’s own, to end this “dispute” which would not even exist if the corrupt media and fact

checkers were not bought off by the same money as the corrupt scientists.” “The risk factors to Moderna discussed throughout

this document are shocking and most of the biggest come down to the risk of developing and getting approval for a new

category of drug that has the potential to permanently alter your DNA and is already considered a gene therapy.

The actual development cycle for this type of drug would be in the vicinity of 10-20 years and that is for good reason.

The idea of putting something in your body that could permanently change the building blocks of your humanity (your DNA) is a

very big deal and exceedingly complex but but let’s not overlook the fact that Fauci and others were involved with Moderna and

likely receiving royalty payments. This was the key to what occurred.”

tomrenz.substack.com/p/mrna-its-a-gene-therapy-and-they?utm_source=pos..  (02/04/2023)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/4/2023 12:34:42 PM
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midimaniac
Joined On 11/13/2022 2:19:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

68 years old, drug-free for more than 60. Plan to stay that way. Like God didn't make me good enough and I need a jab to be healthy? I

DON'T THINK SO!
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm with you. 63 and drug-free. No shots for the last 20 years either.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Midi sounds like you good folks have seen through the deception..Live as close to nature as God has so graciously provided,

and don't worry about the fear and indoctrination that reigns supreme today..Now the Trillion dollar question is how do we get

this information into the heads of the rest of the Populace..
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"seg", "..Now the Trillion dollar question is how do we get this information into the heads of the rest of the Populace.." How else,

through TV and the fake news. Now where's my trillion$. lol
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grulla I can always depend on you for your sage advice lol..The cheque is on the way, let's hope it makes it way safely and not

be commandeered by that second fang, fang balloon lol
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redplanet1
Joined On 8/24/2013 1:36:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some good news from California - the law prohibiting free speech in medicine in California did not go into effect.  Here is why:

californiaglobe.com/articles/california-physicians-free-speech-win-wit..  "A judge in California agreed with a request for preliminary

injunction to protect ^ve California physicians from the Medical Board of California. AB 2098 empowers the Medical Board of

California (MBC) to suspend the medical licenses of any physician whose speech does not conform to the political views of those in

power." (also see https://www.***.com/federal-judge-calls-de^nitions-of-misinformation-nonsense-in-ab-2098/  )
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Important ending paragr.: The protection of free speech extends far beyond the free speech of physicians in California.

Professional speech is under attack across multiple professions. State bar associations have begun censoring and sanctioning

attorneys for challenging left-wing political orthodoxy. Unless this attack on the free speech of California physicians is halted

now, Americans across the nation will soon be at risk of losing their employment because they dare to point out obvious reality:

Masks don’t work. Healthy children are dying from harmful experimental injections. Men cannot become women. Renewable

energy produces more pollution than fossil fuels. Once truth becomes outlawed, freedom dies. The war for our freedom comes

in the form of many smaller battles. The battle to end AB 2098 is one of those battles, an important one that we should all be

paying attention to.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rose, thanks for another placard idea. Truth Outlawed, Freedom Dies
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose, we can start by teaching our children and grandchildren how to think, question what they hear, and come up with their

own opinions, and to not be talked into waivering from that opinion without good reason.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA is gathering power in a clandestine manner by seemingly contradicting themselves. They gained the power to remove NAC

from sale as a supplement yet receiving little attention nor objection by choosing not to enforce that rule. I suspect they will continue

this pattern to circumvent the previous failure of proposed legislation. Then, without massive objections since they aren't currently

enforcing existing bans, they can suddenly spring a broad ban of many nutritional advantages without public input that would result in

legislative response to back down.

Agencies with their unelected bureaucrats are working to bypass the executive and legislative branches of Constitutional republic

form of representative self-government in direct violation of ARTICLE IV Section 4 The United States shall guarantee to every State in

this Union a Republican Form of Government ... Tyrannical rule by agencies is contrary to this. They need to be ^red from their jobs. I

once effectively fought this diabolical strategy in Utah.

The sponsor of the bill satis^ed nearly all objections except for me by claiming the bill didn't do anything. I said great and since it

doesn't do anything, you shouldn't mind removing the bill to which she then insisted that it is important and needed. I said she

contradicted herself and can't have it both ways. In a surprise unscheduled vote without public notice, it passed overwhelmingly in the

House and the Senate and sent onto the Governor who wanted it to sign it into law.

I told the legislators they must vote to recall the bill or I would work with more effectiveness than they can imagine to get them voted

out of otce. They did recall the bill. Several voted to keep it. Every one of them were voted out of otce except one who resigned and

one who didn't run for reelection. New laws were passed to require sutcient time for public notice and input before voting. We have

more power than most imagine. Let's use it effectively before lost!
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abbasdaughter
Joined On 9/6/2008 9:58:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a swamp that needs to be completely drained and demolished.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And if they add supplements & literally the food on your plate in the list they will no doubt push to convert to medicines, kiss

anything real to help goodbye. abbasdaughter - the swamp never gets drained because we get bogged down ^ghting crocodiles.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The deep state is not satis^ed with attacking and dismissing the doctors and scientists who ^ght for a true health medicine,

they are not satis^ed with discrediting preventive and early treatments, they are not satis^ed with turning humanity into a

factory of biological weapons He now wants people to turn more strongly to Rockefeller's Allopathic medicine, setting

limitations on supplements after taking over the supplement companies, and establishing governance of the WHO and FDA. It is

the Great Reset of the New Medicine based on chronic diseases. VIDEO: ON DESTROYING OUR HEALTH SYSTEM AND BIG

PHARMA CAPTURE www.globalresearch.ca/video-on-destroying-our-health-system-big-pharma..  (12/12/2022).-- We ^nd

deception supplements, GMO supplements and preservation ingredients, even put "with natural ingredients" such as statins

mixed with Q10 or ibuprofen with vitamins, or Zolpidem with melatonin.

Supplements-drugs proposed by Big Pharma bribing the FDA, backed by fraudulent trials, will be deemed effective by the FDA. It

is ending a deliberate fear campaign to terrorize the world's population into complying with the wishes of the deep state, a

corrupt science that plays a role in favor of the pro^ts and inuuence of global pharmaceutical corporations, the deliberate

smearing of scientists and anyone else expressing a point of view contrary to the dominant COVID narrative, the marginalization

of the unvaccinated with passports, and ultimately a Great Reset period of targeted depopulation
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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JustSteve, it is not a question of "if", it is only a question of "When". Has anybody stood in line for Christmas oranges? That was

what happened behind the former Iron Curtain, which fell down for very good reason. RonaldH, thank you for all you have done.

How would you propose campaigns to unseat bad apples from public otce? Thank you for letting us know.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes the swamp needs to be drained, demolished and reconstructed from the ground up, built on solid ground..But whose gonna

git er dun?
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Again and again! A Parallel system is being built while complaining about the existing one leads nowhere. That which you focus

on will persist, if you want change then look in the direction of what you want, instead of what you do not want. Eventually, we

will turn our backs and walk away from myriad forms of corporate corruption in DC. It will crumble under its own weight of lies

and deceptions.
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Maybe ALL the people employed by the FDA should be required to take all the drugs ^rst approved by them. This way the general

public will know if the drugs are safe. The employees should be in all the control groups. After all there are 18,000 so that should cover

many illnesses we have. Remember the slogan. "I liked the product so much I bought the company" Let them be the guinea pigs for a

change. If I'm not mistaken the German E Commission (equivalent to our FDA?) allows herbs and other therapies for medical issues.

www.herbalgram.org/.../commission-e-monographs
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The bigger question is how do we know they are taking the actual poison versus a sugar pill or something of the sort...Same as

today with the "clot/bot/snot/dot" shot..How do we know Brandon and the whole slew of Luciferans are not taking saline

shots...Best to let your maker be your guide.. This way you can navigate through the dense sea of lies and corruption... and

hopefully dispense with all the B.S being spewed today..
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It's a good idea fvtomasch. Most Americans hardly know the true 110-year history of the FDA, and for good reason, they don't

want you to know it. Regulate everything from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From over-the-counter

drugs and veterinary products to electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA is very busy, not to mention

regulating vaccines and biopharmaceuticals. The FDA in 2008, they began sending employees to foreign countries, including

India, China, and the United Kingdom, to name a few. This is all thanks to Congress. Over the decades, the FDA has tried to

destroy all forms of comprehensive care in America that compete with drug and vaccine treatments. This link exposes the FDA

data and the timeline of the corruption. www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
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fvtomasch, good idea, but it must be clearly speci^ed that the FDA Board members can not be given, nor can they ingest or use,

any placebo "medications" and the dosage must be at full adult strength. FYI some may develop side effects and others not,

based on their own constitutional tendencies. Hence, larger trials are required to assure safety of a drug. To do trials on less

than 100 people is not highly credible. And the trial has to go full term, it can't be shortened, truncated, aborted, etc it has to be

longterm to be credible.

Better yet are studies on 1000 people or more, who are all willing volunteers, and the study must be double blind and controlled,

to be credible. So while asking the FDA to take their own meds is a good idea, so they aren't so uippant in what they approve, the

problem might become that they seize the eagerly-awaited opportunity to undo actual drug trials. This would not be a good

idea. The very positive intention you hold with your suggestion, is hereby appreciated and understood. God bless!
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A future jail conversation: Inmate one - What are you in jail for? Inmate two - Selling black market Ivermectin. Inmate One - Man, why

didn't you just sell Fentanyl or Herion? They don't put you in jail for that. It is time to ban the FDA!
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This new law and backed by massive taxpayers' money to work against us, to further feed the Big Pharma Monopoly to abuse us even

beyond the incredible abuse of the last three years. Brought to us by the same entities who engineered the opioid epidemic, who

routinely behave as though nothing they do is any big deal - piddly ^nes are just a cost of business to achieve pro^ts in the millions if

not billions. Too Big to Fail should mean time to restructure. Global Monopolies Gov'ts may not even be able to reign in, means what

next? What is to be done if the Gov'ts will not, more to the point - can not? Laws such as this are beyond unjust, they are the exercise

of aggressive, destructive we do this because we can. Anyone of the Global Monopoly to Bigs to take on just one is a massive

struggle.

Now after all we have had exposed in the last years can also see the structure of the To Bigs and to take on just one is in reality to take

on them all as they circle the wagons to pump out misdirection, fear, disinformation, using not only the organs of their own area, but to

draw in captured Institutions, media and pull resources to attack from other To Bigs and the same structures throughout the world to

attack. And what scares them the most here in the States? The growing awareness of a real middle of the road outside the whole

captured & directed by the United Global Party. Why-did-you-sell-out-and-become-a-right-winger

www.msn.com/en-us/entertainment/news/fox-news-host-puts-glenn-greenwal..
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Well expressed Just, to face the Top Big complex and the globalist elite we need to change the entire corrupt network that

moves Big Money that, as you say, is driving the wagons at high speed to project disorientation, fear and misinformation. We

need a lot of transparency. A simple database of death-vax records should be made publicly available by the CDC and other

health authorities worldwide. Death vaccination records can be analyzed in seconds using a variety of fully objective methods

to show whether COVID vaccinations have increased or decreased all-cause mortality in each age range. Medical records,

cause of death, etc.

are not required or needed. Only the age, date of death, and vaccination dates are all that are required for each death since the

start of the COVID vaccination program. The death vaccine data has been collected but has never been made publicly available

anywhere in the world. It is immoral and unethical for universities, for example, to require COVID vaccines if the health

authorities refuse to show us the death vaccine database records that would justify their use. A WORLDWIDE CALL FOR DATA

TRANSPARENCY: SHOW US THE DATA! stevekirsch.substack.com/p/a-worldwide-call-for-data-transparency?utm_..

 (02/03/2023)
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Why reforms are hard to get - Bribery, dishonesty, & fraud The horrible history of big pharma

www.globaljustice.org.uk/sites/default/^les/^les/resources/pharma_co..   And we can add how for the massive amounts of ill

gained pro^ts generated for the few at the expense of the many how cheap it is to buy cheap dates out for a night of fun and

back ally low-cost prostitutes pretending to protect the public. cheap dates www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7054854
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Hi JustSteve et al, there are laws, such as the 1st, 4th and 14th amendments, forbidding the abuse of the people. The

Constitution was organized around that very theme, to prevent this from happening. People are so uneducated in the law that

even the police and politicians abuse it. Some of them are educated and willfully usurping, but others are frankly ignorant.

Among the ignorant cross sector, when invoking the law I have seen police and politicians turn around 180 degrees. I am not

kidding! When invoked in a respectful manner, quoting the text of the law word-for-word, they listen. The good ones do, anyway.

As for those who don't listen, they must be thrown out of otce. We can't have lawbreakers working on our tax dollars to abuse

us and abuse the law! I think one of the solutions may lie in the 10th amendment. If we ask State politicians to enforce their

sovereignty and to declare Federal law null on their State territory, I believe we can have a solution to the current saga. We must

work to have the unconstitutional and deliberately misleadingly misnamed "Citizens United" bill overturned. Our founding

fathers never penned a Government Of/By/For the Corporations, Of/By/For BigPharma, and Of/By/For the FDA.

Corporate politics underscore dictatorship, the Iron Curtain fell when the government relaxed its power over the economy, said

friends from that regime. When INDUSTRIES make laws or shape law by having a human voice, it is a recipe for abuse and

conuict of interest. Hence, Citizens United is unconstitutional right on its face. The Government Of/By/For the People has to be

restored. I think if Every US Citizen memorized the bill of rights, quoting it word for word, we will have a different America. We

get the America that we work for! I am not an attorney.
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Mirandala et al, speaking of the Constitution why not buy a bunch and hand them out. A box of 100 pocket size with the Bill of

Rights is $49. Or buy more or less. Stand on a busy street corner or close to a school and hand them out. Even have a sign that

says "Free Constitutions". We give out a lot and most people smile when they see it and give thanks.

nccs.net/.../pocket-constitution-of-united-states
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Congress and U.S. Presidents legalized and funded the overthrow of the U.S. Constitution through a massive domestic

bioterrorism program relabeled as a public health program on behalf of the World Health Organization and its ^nancial backers,'

writes legal researcher Katherine Watt.
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hi Otis, there is no such thing as "legalized" usurping of the US Constitution. ~~~The 14th amendment, section 3 says: "No

person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or elector of President and Vice President, or hold any otce, civil or

military, under the United States, or under any state, who, having previously taken an oath, as a member of Congress, or as an

otcer of the United States, or as a member of any state legislature, or as an executive or judicial otcer of any state, to support

the Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or comfort to

the enemies thereof.

But Congress may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove such disability." ~~~Well that last sentence may be a bit

problematic, but then again the ^rst section of the law is abundantly clear. ~~~"Amendment XIV Section 1. "All persons born or

naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein

they reside. No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United

States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person

within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
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hi again Otis et al, thank you for the great idea of handing out pocket Constitutions. What great work you do, and seeding good

ideas around. Appreciation!
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I wonder who added those 19 lines to the 2023 Omnibus Appropriations bill ??
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My best guess, this 10 year old ANH article says it all, anh-usa.org/durbin-anti-supplement-bill  , and 10 years later, nothing has

changed. anh-usa.org/durbins-supplement-attack-for-2022-defeated
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Grulla your link mentions Penis Durbin...me thinks that will surely solicit a mighty response from El Dude:)
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Anyone who will be buying Phizer, Moderna, Bayer, etc stocks......Nancy Pelosi.
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D!CK DURBIN should have retired at least 10 years ago. He wants no supplements and no deviations; each decade that passes,

he comes across as more of a deviant, securely placed in the pocket of Big Pharma of course.
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Big Pharma's "one disease one treatment" model is based on ignorance of "cure". Even the simplest of illnesses has many possible

cures. James Lind, said "I do not mean to say that lemon juice and wine are the only remedies for the scurvy; this disease, like many

others, may be cured by medicines of very different and opposite qualities to each other. - A Treatise on Scurvy, 1771. Most, perhaps

all diseases are more complex than simple "one-cause" illnesses - and we need to be open to all possible cures. We need to recognize

that there are two basic types of cures, those that function by improving healthiness (healthicines) and those that function by reducing

healthiness (eg. surgeries). Most medicines make no claim to cure and cannot cure. Most medicines reduce healthiness to hide the

disease state. No preventative and no vaccine can cure any disease. The path out of this nonsense is the path to the Theory of Cure. to

your health, tracy
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Yes, it is deliberate ignoring of cure, and even suppression thereof, for the sake of pro^ts. Why has it been legislated that only
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Yes, it is deliberate ignoring of cure, and even suppression thereof, for the sake of pro^ts. Why has it been legislated that only

BigPharma may use the word "Cure" and natural medicine manufacturers and practitioners/doctors, may not? Why is it that

cancer affects 1 out of 3 people in our nation, but known carcinogens continue to be approved in our foods and environment?

Cure is not their interest, morose pro^teering by human illness and death, is. BigPharma is not interested in people's health. "For

the general good" is the most backward lie that ever was! It is time for the people to wake up, at last! Let us please help to wake

them up.
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DBergy
Joined On 10/23/2011 5:28:13 AM
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The fact that these doctors are surprised by the purposeful destruction of a legitimate treatment method shows their ignorance of the

history of health care.  Royal Rife had the single most paradigm changing treatment that would have changed medicine as we know it.

His method and the man himself was destroyed by the medical machine and his work continues to be misrepresented to this day.  The

FDA has caused more people to die by the illegitimate control it has over healthcare than it has saved. Just from this one example and

there are far more than that. You simply have to know history.
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"I didn't know I was stepping into a war. In the history of pharma, I don't think any single medicine threatened as many [drug] markets

and campaigns." Not compared to the 65 year war on natural desiccated thyroid. When they couldn't get people not to take it, they just

bought the 3 companies that made it and changed the ^llers so the active hormones would not be taken up into the cells. Before that

the ranges to detect hypothyroidism were broadened to the point that 90% of thyroid disease would not be detected. Major symptoms

are: depression fatigue, high cholesterol, high blood pressure, heart arrhythmias, menstrual disorders and the list goes on. Based on

this list, you can see the trillions involved in treating the symptoms. See: Stop the Thyroid Madness by Janie Bowthorpe.
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Bureaucrats scheme night and day to protect the monopolies on the other side of the revolving door....It takes a much longer lifetime

than they want you to have to learn to outsmart them....forbiddenhealing.substack.com/p/they-blinded-us-with-the-scienceits
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“Democracy” is perhaps the most advertised export product under the Made in USA label. The United States has spent billions

of dollars since the end of World War II to impose regime change and destroy any alternative projects to enhance freedoms. The

data debunks the American myth of democracy, in which decisions must be made by majority criteria. By contrast, the United

States shows clear features of an oligarchy, the system in which power is in the hands of a few people who generally share the

same social class. It is the system of corrupt capitalism that uses a technocracy that takes away freedom of expression from

citizens. In the US the government does what it wants, the demon disguised as democracy is only authoritarianism, fascism,

oligarchy or police state: a great dictatorship.
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Just one more nail in the cotn of the U.S., and indeed the western world's middle working class being hammered by the

anti-American, pro-communist, pro-CCP DEM0CRAT party. Keep voting for tyranny by continuing to vote for Dem0cRATs and this and

other predictions of global tyranny will indeed become reality. Dem0cRATs, in concert with the WEF and global elite, intend to force

tyranny upon the masses through a great reset, casting millions into poverty and government dependence.
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"...being hammered by the anti-American, pro-communist, pro-CCP DEM0CRAT party." Don't forget to include fascists as well.

Either way, it's all tyrannical authoritarian government, tweedle dum and tweedle dee.
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I don't know if it is necessarily a Dem or Rep thing. At the moment it de^nitely has the appearance that the Dems are pushing

this Marxist agenda. I say that because whenever there's a Rep majority and/or a Rep POTUS, nothing gets done about it. We

need term limits across the board. I like the military structure where that if you're not moving up, you're moving out.
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Hi "Arlen", in the past, Reps and Dems have simply been considered just NON-ideological political parties, but in more recent

years, these parties have become more ideological according to some, with perhaps the Reps = the fascists, and the Dems = the

commie-pinkos, therefore either way, a more and more polarized BIG GOV. U.S. This link helps explain:

www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-government-and-civics/us-gov-america..  And vote third party.
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Arlen, if you are not moving up you are moving out sounds like selling your soul, going along to get along, no dissent allowed.
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Even before the Covid-19 pandemic, I didn't trust the FDA and big Pharma. They always quelled any natural remedy or drug that they

couldn't control. They often target the elderly with drug that didn't cure anything and were deadly. I choose to take my health in my own

hands.
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What we are in part witnessing is when Atheism and Capitalism are combined really bad things happen. This is what Washington and

Adams warned against. We are here and everything goes back to that. There is only one ^x. We are doomed unless we have a spiritual

awakening. and that goes esp. for the Atheist Jews running every aspect of our world. To those I say come to Jesus or Moses. But

come.  If that last part sounds a bit like Billy Graham, I will gladly plagiarize.
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Lionel, coming to Jesus will bene^t anyone greatly, coming to Moses, not at all. Popular opinions to the contrary, Jesus words

are "deny Me, (Jesus) and I (Jesus, who shall sit at the right hand of The Father, and judge both the quick and the desd) shall

deny you before MY Father."  Coming to Moses has no abject positive inuuence on everlasting life or the forgiveness of sins. As

Jesus also said, " no one comes to the Father except through Me". Nothing was said EVER insinuating Moses is to be worshiped

and glori^ed as the Son of God. Don't encourage misnomers which are contrary to the living word of God, which is JESUS AND

ONLY JESUS.  thanks.
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Moses has nothing to do with everlasting life. Only Jesus, and the Father God matter. You must come through Jesus in order to

get to the Father God. Jesus The Christ is the way, the truth, and the life. Amen!
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We have forgotten our power lawyerlisa.substack.com/.../hierarchy-of-needs
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Am guessing you may want to watch this 45 minute presentation given Jan 23 in Sweden (whether or not you consider Dr.

Malone controlled opposition, he makes several excellent points); "PsyWars: Fifth Generation Warfare and Sovereignty Molding,

controlling, and capturing your thoughts, emotions, and beliefs are the objectives." - -

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../psywars-^fth-generation-warfare  - and the speech transcript is in the article below.
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I smell gates all over this.
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No matter where you are in the world, you could smell that evil stench!
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A ban on off-label use would be devastating to many chronic autoimmune disease sufferers like me who take generic Cellcept. That

drug's sole on-label use is for organ transplant recipients and it's unlikely there will be funds and time available to get all off-label

conditions approved.
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Millions of people take the anti-parasite drug Hydroxychloroquine for Rheumatoid Arthritis or Lupus.
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One issue with off-label autoimmune drugs is there is no organization of 50 to 75 million Americans alone suffering from

autoimmunity (before covid shots), as each one of 120 or so conditions has been given a different name. If 50 Million (?)

Americans start uooding the inbox of top FDA otcials with emails on a daily basis, this latest maneuver may quietly go away.
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rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../psywars-^fth-generation-warfare  For three long years R. Malone has been "TOP GUN" on all things

COVID. This is a must view.
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Of course it's a psyops. Everything in this society is a psyops. Both P^zer and Moderna are in bed with the military. The

language used in the covid psyops, is military language. The mainstream media is their greatest weapon! Their "job" is to

brainwash, condition and manipulate...and they are experts at what they do. --- BTW: the "media" includes movies, TV, news,

weather and sports! They're "all in this together".
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Just read that. Amazing. The two "Ms" Malone and Mercola are truly Gods warriors against Tyranny for all of us. Now its time

for all of us to join the battle for all time and do what we can to educate the freedom fearing masses.
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Thanks for posting this link, as everyone may want to watch this. Comments below the transcript are worth reviewing too.
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Thank you dear Dr. Mercola for including the facility of a quick download of the pdf ^le for every article. I always go back after a day to

copy the comments, if any, because your readers are also very knowledgeable and informative. God reward you all.
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I am my doctor. I have body sovereignty. No one has the right to decide for me. Health people are facilitators only.
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goo6050
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:38 PM
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Big pharma needs to be “ballooned!”
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av8r4fn
Joined On 12/3/2010 1:10:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in the US, you need prescriptions for all kinds of stuff that can be purchased directly over the counter in many other countries. In

Taiwan, for example, virtually any medication that is not a mood-altering ("controlled") substance can be purchased without a

prescription at any pharmacy. On another note: It is another illustration of just how upside-down we are getting as a society when

California legalizes marijuana, establishes "safe injection sites" for drug addicts, and allows drug-dealing in plain sight on city streets

(despite a recognized fentanyl epidemic) while passing laws that sanction actual doctors for prescribing legitimate therapeutic

medications just because they might go against the political narrative.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a dumb question. If they outlaw using drugs for off-lable conditions, how will they do a trial study? If a research scientist wants

to do a trial study for using Ivermectin for treating Covid19 they will technically be breaking the law.
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mercrules
Joined On 2/21/2021 10:58:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s the point - they won’t. Instead they will create a “new” drug with a tiny tweak in chemistry to patent.
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boobtube
Joined On 9/15/2020 6:39:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best thing that could happen is for the FDA to ban ALL drug use. 99.999% of all pharmaceuticals are garbage. Useless. The day

people stop using pharmaceuticals will be the day when people start getting truly healthy. What is called health care now is really

symptom amelioration.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Asking THE FDA to ban all those "wonderful" drugs is like asking Lucifer to go to church, confess his sins and beg for

forgiveness...
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RichardPopo
Joined On 6/30/2021 5:55:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been saying that "health care" is wealth care. Done exclusively for money, consequences be damned. The otcial drug

pushers have grown unfettered with regulatory capture for decades. Tentacles are everywhere. We must look after ourselves,

minus toxic drugs.
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Merily
Joined On 10/20/2022 7:57:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

boobtube, Some of us have been so damaged by "medicine" that we cannot live without drugs. Some of us have to ^ght to

receive the drugs that work because our "medical professionals" have been taught that we only need the backup hormone, not

the active hormone (that could kill us!). I've fought long and hard for my health. Watching the government, and possibly society,

self-destruct scares me. I won't get a good death. I won't fall asleep and pass away. I won't die suddenly.

No SADs for me. Without my life enabling drug, I'll get really cold. My muscles will cramp - they'll be hard as rocks. My brain will

go off line. I'll experience severe paranoia. My skin will become so dry it cracks. My gut won't work. Eating most foods will be

painful and cause my muscles to tighten more. After a few days, I'll slip into a coma. Sometime after that, I'll die. I've read it can

take a week or two. The experience will be excruciating. I've already experienced this because I was given the crap drug for

almost 2 decades.

It didn't work but my doctors couldn't tell. Only recently have I been able to get the good drug. The drug that makes my brain and

body work. I've lost a career, children, a marriage, family & friends, and a lot of self-respect due to the decisions doctors made.

Being told that it must come out and you'll be ^ne on this pill is not adequate informed consent. Drug options were not provided.

(This happened before the Internet was a thing.) I'd love to not need medicine to live.

I'd buy land and learn to farm. I'd ^gure out how to care for myself. I'm not alone. My medical condition is very common. I'm sad

to say, doctors are mauling women, and a few men, in the name of "care." The root cause isn't important. That they can get us

hooked to drugs for the rest of our lives is. Most patients like me are prescribed 3-5 drugs; though we only need 1. I am as

healthy as I have ever been, but I still need a drug.
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greeboz6
Joined On 1/17/2023 11:42:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember when the Hungarian doctor (Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis) was ridiculed & died in an insane asylum because he told doctors

they should wash their hands after dissecting cadavers & before delivering babies when hundreds of women were dying of 'childbirth

fever'? HE was going against the medical CONSENSUS! Consensus is a POLITICAL term & has NOTHING to do with scienti^c method!

Science ALWAYS investigates things that are not part of the general belief because they deal in KNOWLEDGE instead of BELIEF! Do we

want to return to that?
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Joined On 6/2/2022 11:46:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic but I just read that the French government in November 2019 recommended that Hydroxychloroquine, which had been

available over the counter ( no prescription required) for 50 years, be restricted to prescription only and this was passed into law in

January 2020. Wonderful if we could ^nd other countries which suddenly changed policy on HCQ at or near the Event 201 date. I have

documents.  Let the Dr Mercola know if there were changes to Hydroxy status in your country just before Covid hit. That would be

de^nitive proof of foreknowledge pre-pandemic and attempts to prevent an effective chemical from being pressed into service saving

lives.. For those interested NIH Virology Journal, August 2005 names HCQ as " a potent inhibitor of Corona viruses".  You can still see

the research at Virology journal ( a Fauci publication) here it is: virologyj.biomedcentral.com/.../1743-422X-2-69  It is also beginning to

lvermectin is a possible cancer cure.  We can't have that can we?
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Joined On 2/1/2019 12:01:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In terms of California, law AB 2098, which went into effect January 1, 2023, and gives the state power to take away doctors’ medical

licenses if they spread “misinformation” that goes against the standard COVID-19 rhetoric" a senior U.S. District Judge William Shubb

in Sacramento ruled that it was too vague for doctors to know what kind of statements might put them at risk of being penalized.

"COVID-19 is a quickly evolving area of science that in many aspects eludes consensus". So, for now it is being blocked while he

considers a pair lawsuits challenging it on free speech grounds.  

 www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/california-law-aim..
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Joined On 9/8/2016 5:42:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA(Food & Drug Admimistration) needs to be totally dismantled, as in, totally stripped of their corrupt power. They are

responsible for the deaths of billions worldwide, as is The Who, The CDC, etc. They do not want legitimate doctors like Dr. Stanislaw

Burzynski curing anybody of cancer, nor other diseases. The FDA is the reason we cannot obtain healthy, helpful supplements, and

David Kessler, who runs the FDA, is pure evil incarnate.
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Why would anyone want to become a doctor anymore?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Fewer want to become doctors, especially in California. Harder to ^nd a doctor and due to so many regulations and ^ghting for

insurance coverage for patients very few in private practice.
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RichardPopo
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This bill should be dubbed : The Ominous Bill. And I do ^nd it funny that Russell Brand is still on YT while so many other have been

banned.
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Russel Brand is in love with Yuval Harari. Tells you all you need to know.
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What about controled opposition !!!!!
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Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Top microbiologist alleges Thailand may cancel P^zer contract after suspected vax injury to princess; Not only will the government of

Thailand likely void its multimillion-dollar contract with P^zer-BioNTech, but the country’s royal family is allegedly hiding the fact that

44-year-old Princess Bajrakitiyabha is in a coma after receiving a third COVID shot...

www.lifesitenews.com/news/top-microbiologist-alleges-thailand-may-canc..
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"It will never happen to me/you" is a mindset that needs to be questioned. The true story above, very tragic as it is, may be a

warning to others.
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The FDA needs to prove that deaths or injury are higher in off label use than prescribed use. The FDA does not treat patients therefore

it is not in a position to know what is best for the patient. The consumer should decide the outcome of paid services not the regulator.
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The US FDA also has no authority over doctors, all they can do is make recommendations...its a mind-game being played on

Corporate hospital system administrators, now employing 80% of all medical doctors, administrators who are by and large, bean

counters.
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No coincidence that ChatGPT can replace your doctor, as with all other information based professions such as engineering etcetera.

GPT.. GPs Terminated?
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Me too, I downloaded the PDF. Thank you! I often do copy-paste of M. texts before they disappear. I believe the more they will push

these illogical, non-natural implementations the faster we will head towards a sane, natural and spiritual base for all societies.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Whenever possible search out and use natural remedies you can buy over the counter or make yourself. Educate yourself and do as

much as you can to be self-reliant and not dependent. The FDA cannot control every rural garden or square foot of the wilderness. Do

not report your gardens or what you grow. God has provided many of the remedies we need to restore harmony to our bodies, minds

and emotions. Save your heirloom seed, too. Time is short. Very few foods remain that are not adulterated, even if they are labeled

"organic".
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This is nothing more than a continuation of what was created on a rotten foundation by John Rockefeller back in 1913. Eventually

people will wake up to the facts - by that time it will be too late for many but ce la vie.
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The OMNIBUS bill should be called the " OMINOUS" bill.. Either ways your ass is under the bus..And they have always been there hiding

in plain sight..
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dru6264
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The Omnibus bill was passed in Dec 2022!  Now what?
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM
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This is just another cut into the trunk of the tree of humanity along the slick paved road driving the satanic grotesque journey to one

dystopian destination - only medicine/supplements made from venoms, a regular schedule of "lethal vax injections", a restricted diet

consisting of only insect/soylent green fake food, toxic water, & ultimately, "murder by a thousand assaults". Dr. Stefan Lanka offers

humanity a tremendous opportunity to shed the grandiose falsities & "satanic rituals" we're deeply mired in: Part 1:

www.bitchute.com/.../;  Part 2: www.bitchute.com/.../CIUsHgYigZXa . It's up to each (wo)man to decide.... Let's see if the human & AI

sensors ban this post, or, these links!
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Didn’t this pass?
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Joined On 5/5/2016 5:32:03 PM
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Some good news to counteract this article's bad news: (1) A federal judge has blocked the California doctors' disinformation law (at

least temporarily), and (2) the V. won't be required for children to attend California schools (I think this bodes well for the rest of the

country). I found these headlines on a great news aggregator called Rantingly .com.
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dusty35
Joined On 1/3/2017 11:31:23 AM
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nothing stands still, it moves forward or back , its the same with good or bad , for the a long time we moved toward good or better ,

some where a long the way the wrong people got control , and we have been going toward bad ,and we are now almost controlled by

that , if we dont stop this evil trend we soon will be at the no return point, i guess you could call it the great re set, where you will own

nothing and be happy , but the reality you will own nothing you wont be able to do nothing , because we will be nothing
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What if the amendment was also for political reasons. Covid 19 has embarrassed the government since they enacted not only short

sighted policies but remedies as well which they then promoted and now must face the critics which will most likely come from the

medical ^eld. The next pandemic could result in the same public criticism and embarrassment which they cannot afford again to

defend. The medical boards may not take any action until it has been pointed out that a new law has been violated and the FDA may

also take such a lean unless motivated or pressured. If it is selective to stop political criticism of bad policies then free speech in the

medical ^eld including clinical practice and science is threatened.
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Stay away from Allopathic doctors and hospitals, eat healthy and stay off their radar as much as possible. It seems we no longer have

a country or a free society. This entire corrupt mess will collapse, but it's never been more important to align with like minded un

jabbed people.
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What about the lag time between when science is ^nally adopted by the medical board. The lag time can be around 15 or more years.

That being the case there will be conuict between those that are diligent and up to date and the medical board recommendations

which can be a decade out so this discourages science and those that rely on it to remain informed and current.
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Lionel11
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"which they prescribe for their patients without speci^c otcial sanction." Never in American history has there been such blatant

Communist controls. That some in Congress have done this means they are our enemies if everyway possible. A list should be made

public so we know our foes. In meantime, lets ^x our elections so we can vote in the right people that will NEVER do this again.

rumble.com/v26t4fy-viewer-discretion-is-not-advised.html
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Lionel and others, such a list (of traitors) is published and updated with every vote in the US House and Senate. It's called the

freedom index and is published and maintained by the New American Magazine. It can be found here:

https//thenewamerican.com/freedom-index/. Put it in your speed dial, you can access all votes of all voting members of

congress and see their votes a relates to adherence to the terms of their oath to protect and defend the constitution of the

United States. The results are depicted in a score. Many have scores of 0, many more less than 10%, many more less than 60%,

many, many scoring less than 80% and 90%. These scores are all evidence of traitors at work doing their best to transform and

transition our constitutional republic into an acursed democracy.
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Small clinical trials are done at teaching hospitals. The results are then published in medical journals. From that, Doctors write drugs

off label. It is not just done without any thought. A pharmaceutical company is not going to spend millions on getting clinical approval

for one indication when the drug is already in the market. They move on to other drugs. There is nothing wrong with writing a drug off

label, it is all done from research and the article is then published
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Den many of those "clinical trials" are done in very poor countries and often includes animals... Handing out a measly few mil to

these poor countries gets the job done with minimal negatives and push backs..In other words they can ^x the books to

whatever their dark hearts desire..
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Its really about two things, population control and money. Healthy people are not pro^table. Next they eill try snd make sunshine

illegal, by making sunbathing without sunscreen illegal.. .
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The FDA and CDC, as proxy for big pharma, wants you drugged with only big pharma poisons. The medical terrorists couldn't care less

about your health. In fact, they want you sick, sicker and sickest so they can drug you up even more. No doubt, after the mRNA

disaster, your doc will willingly comply.
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For those of us living in the States, it's now time to write to our County-appointed Medical Otcers and ask them to speak out against

this nasty, insidious clause. Better still, if they genuinely (ha!) have the welfare of their residents at heart, they would work in unison

and further challenge bloody Gavin Newsom's ghastly AB 2098. And - how about writing to the Editors of our local Newspapers (the

ones that still exist) - and ask them when are THEY going to start telling the truth to their readers about what is REALLY going on in

Biden's administration??

You know, the little things like our freedoms being eroded on a daily basis - including the IHR amendments that would give WHO

blanket authority to dictate to member countries on how to make health decisions for their citizens (one size does NOT ^t all).. !! As

well as the CBDC trial’ roll-outs’ that, if not stopped, will be implemented into people’s everyday lives under the guise of convenience’.

Oh and that little matter of tracking? Don’t worry about this; we have your back and no, of course we won’t abuse your trust.. Yeah

right..

Just wait until we know exactly what you do to the last penny and if we don’t like what we see? Well guess what? Transactions and

other activities blocked and you won’t be able to do anything about it. Especially if your medical history (aka Vaccine Passports)

indicate a lack of compliance to what the Government/FDA/CDC -or whatever determine is the uavour of the day.. Chinese Credit

Score here we come.. Welcome to Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World’ / 1984; UNLESS we all resist and stop these horrible, deluded

megalomaniacs from enslaving us.
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I suggest one thing to point out to the powers that be, is that they too will be vulnerable under the new bill if it was to pass into

law. The mentality of those at the top seems to be "it will never happen to me". But it's not true. As I have posted before, imagine

when a US Senator voted "aye" for the Patriot Act, then found himself the subject of a warrantless FBI raid in his own home. Yes,

this happened to a US Senator. Wouldn't one think a US Senator would be immune, and politically protected? No. Not if there is

an agenda against them. They too, can become vulnerable victims. It is time for the higher ups to consider this truth, at last.

And we have a duty to point it out. All of society is at stake.
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Mirandola, yes that would be true except that Congress is immune from many laws we must abide. They will have Doctors

immune from prosecution, just as Atheist Resetting leftists will never be raided or jailed when they get saline instead of death

jabs. What's good for thee is not for me. "Politics is War without Blood. War is Politics with Blood". Mao Tse Tung. Choose your

way accordingly and to the relative risk you perceive. My Lord prefers peace as I do but would not Judge too harshly the other if

a just war.
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What I don't get is why they need $1.7 trillion to hand out fewer drugs. We are being played, obviously
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Obviously. It bends the mind that there are people who think this is all a good thing.
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Contact the Freedom Caucus, Rand Paul and Ted Cruz to stir up some awareness and shoot that down. This is NOT acceptable at all...

It gives the FDA WAAAAAAY too much power... and what happens in the States is often repeated in other countries.
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The Pentagon just said the Chinese spy balloon currently located in North Carolina, poses " no imminent threat" to Society... I wonder

what Society is this they are taking about and what would happen if the US or any other Western countries were to release their own

balloons across China ...Tit for tat?
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I want to know: Who gave the FDA lawmaking authority, and why, and when? Why is it honored as the law of the land, when it is as

proposed now, clearly unconstitutional and abuses the people? Might it occur to people that for an INDUSTRY to make laws, is an

inherent conuict of interest, and a recipe for abuse?It is high time for all to turn their backs on the FDA, CDC and say no more to all of

this nonsense. If human dignity is proposed to be struck out, then they are attempting to regulate and legalize murder for frank

convenience. Pro^ts, shutting people up, who knows. It is time for the average citizen to stop chanting "Conspiracy theory" and to

recognize the very real red uags, at last.

Americans are so blissfully accustomed to their freedom that they don't recognize warning signals. Please talk to Anybody, I said

Anybody, who lived behind the former Iron Curtain: Hear what they have to say. People were gunned down for their free speech, except

that it clearly was not free.Tianenmen Square was alas, the norm and not the exception in dictatorships! Wake up people! If human

dignity is stricken from the bill and it passes, then people can be euthenized to shut them up. Make no mistake about it! It is time for

this abuse to end, NOW! Take down the abusing, over-reaching FDA! An idea whose time has come?
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I also have been warning here on this forum, that if doctors think that being quiet now will preserve their careers, they may be

very mistaken. Please let us ^rst consider, that when politics are such that doctors are threatened and bamboozled to say, think,

talk in certain ways, it already IS dictatorship. Then if things continue to deteriorate, the powers that be, gain more and more

power. It is time for doctors to think about this, and to stand in groups so large that they can't be ignored and they can't be

delicensed. Can the Feds really delicense hundreds, thousands, tens or hundreds of thousands of them?

Just let them try. It will look very, very bad for the Feds if they do. People will wake up and be up in arms*. I think doctors should

speak NOW, or forever hold their peace, as the saying goes. Because it's true. The strictures will only get worse, the noose will

increasingly tighten around doctors' necks and the centralization of medicine will increase, the powers of doctors will decrease,

if they DON"T speak up...NOW!!!! There is only a very narrow time window left. Please use it wisely and importantly.

Freedom is at stake, and it's not funny stuff at all. I speak from experience, not from conspiracy theory. I have seen dictatorship

in action, and I have spoken to people from that regime. I speak based on knowledge,not theory and not fear, but frank and pure
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in action, and I have spoken to people from that regime. I speak based on knowledge,not theory and not fear, but frank and pure

fact. Dictatorships are overly-punitive and/or violent against those who stand in the way of their power. Follow the money.

*EDIT: This is not a "plug" for war or ^ghting. Please see my comment to Grulla, to understand what I mean here and also, what I

do not mean. Thank you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/4/2023 7:00:26 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In current time, please consider that the lyme doctor Joseph Burrascano MD was prosecuted in court for treating his lyme

patients with antibiotics for the longterm, where chronic lyme is very ditcult to eradicate and requires longterm treatment. The

FDA has approved known carcinogens in our foods, looked the other way about drug side effects including coma, seizures,

death and approved them anyway just so BigPharma could bene^t https://www.drugs.com  They create a hullaballoo about

viruses for vaccine pro^ts, but keep eerily silent about the hair-raising statistics of cancer a�icting one out of three people

during their lifetime.

Where is the cry of pandemic about cancer? The NIH wrote a letter to Obama that chemicals are the root cause of cancer, so

why are known carcinogens allowed to circulate freely in our environment and in our FDA-approved food? "For the general good"

and "Safe and effective", eh? We all know about the strangling of hydroxychloroquin and ivermectin to treat COVID patients and

give them a chance to live instead of to die.

And we all know about Paul Marik MD, one of the world's top ICU doctors, losing his job because he expressed his frank concern

and how he burst into tears when testifying for Sen Ron Johnson, about watching a 30 year old woman needlessly die from

COVID because he was not allowed to give her life-saving medication! *****CONCLUSION: It is time for the FDA to go. They are

abusing the people and have nothing to do with health and healing. They have everything to do with pro^teering ,power and

control. This has to end.******
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mirandola
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Hahaha! Go ^gure that this topic would be sent to the bottom of Dr Mercola's own forum! I think either this forum is hacked, or it

is in^ltrated, or both. If anybody thinks I am concerned about me and my sel^sh interests as I write this, the answer is:

Absolutely not. I am deeply concerned and motivated about human freedom! The cause at stake is huge. Anybody who sends

this to the bottom is working for the wrong side of the street. It will be very interesting to see how long it lingers down here. I

have seen topics of this nature be sent to the bottom of this forum, repeatedly. Very, very interesting to notice. Hmmmm.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Mirandola, it is necessary to ^ght against the oppression of government institutions and globalist elites. The courageous

determination of people, in democracies around the world, who publicly defend civil liberties (freedom of thought, expression,

conscience and assembly) and the human right to informed consent to take medical risks, demonstrates that the spirit of

freedom lives in the hearts. and the minds of people everywhere. Both those who gather in the public squares of cities large and

small and those who watch are inspired by this commitment to defend freedom. COVID VACCINE MANDATES STRONGLY

OPPOSED IN EUROPE, US AS VACCINE FAILURES INCREASE

www.theepochtimes.com/covid-vaccine-mandates-strongly-opposed-in-europ..

 Z916FHDclpVPE4VSlDMoYy19DV00cz2LWSHLkklkIlYt4cHIzXlJUnFaf98%2BOOxi (01/23/2022)
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..."People will wake up and be up in arms."...Hi "Mirandola", I never thought I'd hear you say that. :-)
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hi Grulla thank you for your comment. I am Not advocating for war or ^ghting, you are correct. What I meant is that people will

be outraged. I would surely hope this will not lead to war and ^ghting, which I consider to be evil and also, futile. Masses and

masses of class action lawsuits, I believe, would be far more effective, as would parades of cars with mounted video footage

played to onlookers, similarly to what Project Veritas did recently. As backed by underground and online journalism, to get the

causes known. I think with all those things, and with education, we can accomplish far more than war. How does war make laws

change, anyway?
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When industry shapes politics and creates laws, giving corporations the voice of people, it is an inherent recipe for abuse. It is time for

the misnamed, misleading Citizens United to be overturned, and for the rogue FDA to go away.
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We love our chains. It won't happen.
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jwyoungjerry
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The Bible reads that "The love of money is the root of all evil." That statement makes me think of our health authorities because they

peddle incurable and dangerous drugs on unsuspecting victims.
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Sort of...what the Bible really says is that the love of money is the source " of all sorts of injurious things" not ALL evil. Big

difference.
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I Timothy 6:10, "For the love of money is the root of all evil: which while some coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and

pierced themselves through with many sorrows. [KJV].
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Not that long ago it used to be called splitting hairs.. Today with the "new technology" we're splitting atoms..I think I'll go make

some coffee now...
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Yes both my grandmothers taught me that very early on it life, money is the root of all evil, it's a false god. Mother nature gave

the human race everything it needs to survive.
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Why aren't we focused on the real threats...because once the WHO takes over Global Healthcare, all of these arguments will be moot!

ECT is a barbaric practice that destroys the patient's frontal lobe. As far as "work against COVID-19"; my immune system takes care of

that, in a stellar fashion - thank you.
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WATCH the 45-minute presentation from Jan 21-22, 2023 "PsyWars: Fifth Generation Warfare and Sovereignty Molding,

controlling, and capturing your thoughts, emotions, and beliefs are the objectives." -

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../psywars-^fth-generation-warfare
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Thanks, Rreal; I'm downloading it now. I'm trying to work with about four docuseries at once! If you haven't seen this one

(especially episodes 4 and 5), now is the time. It really drives home that point of "Those who ignore history, are doomed to

repeat it".  --- live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/events/never-again-is-now-globa..
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